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Regimes of high-confinement mode have been studied in the AlcatorC-Mod tokamak@Hutchinson
et al., Phys. Plasmas1, 1511~1994!#. Plasmas with no edge localized modes~ELM-free! have been
compared in detail to a new regime, enhancedDa ~EDA!. EDA discharges have only slightly lower
energy confinement than comparable ELM-free ones, but show markedly reduced impurity
confinement. Thus EDA discharges do not accumulate impurities and typically have a lower fraction
of radiated power. The edge gradients in EDA seem to be relaxed by a continuous process rather
than an intermittent one as is the case for standard ELMy discharges and thus do not present the first
wall with large periodic heat loads. This process is probably related to fluctuations seen in the
plasma edge. EDA plasmas are more likely at low plasma current (q.3.7), for moderate plasma
shaping,~triangularity ;0.35–0.55!, and for high neutral pressures. As observed in soft x-ray
emission, the pedestal width is found to scale with the same parameters that determine the EDA/
ELM-free boundary. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!94605-0#
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I. BACKGROUND

Alcator C-Mod is a compact~major radiusR50.67 m,
minor radius a50.22 m), high field tokamak (2.6,BT

,7.9 T), which operates with plasma currents between 0
and 1.5 MA and average electron densities between 0.24
5.931020m3 ~gas fueled!. The standard configuration fo
C-Mod plasmas is with a lower single null and a tight
closed divertor. Normal operation is with the¹B ion drifts
toward thex point. Plasma facing components are made
molybdenum and are coated with boron roughly twice
month during each campaign. In the standard divertor c
figuration, C-Mod has an elongation~k! between 1.55 and
1.75, lower triangularity (dL) near 0.55, and an upper trian
gularity (dU) near 0.3. Up to 3.5 MW of ion cyclotron rang
of frequencies~ICRF! power at 80 MHz is available, from
two dipole antennas, each with 0,p phasing; the cases de
scribed here are all withH minority heating. Total input
power can reach 4.5 MW.

II. ENHANCED Da „EDA… AND EDGE LOCALIZED
MODE-FREE „ELM-FREE… H-MODES

The ELMy ~high-confinement mode! H Mode is the only
enhanced confinement mode which has previously dem
strated steady-state potential. However, the peak heat l
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associated with type I ELMs can reach unacceptable le
when extrapolated to reactor scale devices. Attempts to l
the loss per ELM in joint European Torus~JET! resulted in
severe degradation of energy confinement.1 In Alcator
C-Mod, we have studied a promising H-mode regime2,3

which is characterized by good energy confinement, mod
ate particle confinement, and no large, type I ELMs.4 ~See
Ref. 4 for a more complete description of ELM types.! The
pedestal electron temperature can reach 600–800 eV,
above the measured threshold for type III ELMs, and
pressure gradient in the transport barrier is near or above
regime magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! stability limits. While
the ion temperature is not measured in the pedestal, at
high densities that exist inC-Mod, these must be within 50–
100 eV of the electrons to satisfy conservation of energy.
have named this regime EDA or enhancedDa H mode after
its salient characteristic. Figure 1 shows a set of traces c
paring typical ELM-free and EDA discharges. The ELM-fre
discharge shown accumulates impurities and ends in a ra
tive collapse. The ratio of radiated power to plasma dens
PRAD /ne , which is an indication of the impurity density
rises by a factor of 4. In most such discharges the high
diation phase is followed by a back transition to low
confinement mode~L mode!. In contrast, the EDA can last
without obvious change, for the duration of the radi
frequency~rf! heating pulse, about 10 energy confineme
times. Unlike standard ELMy discharges, which undergo
riodic relaxation oscillations, EDA plasmas show no sign
cant intermittent loss of energy and particles. The edge g
dients seem to be limited by a continuous process

The lack of impurity accumulation in EDA does not, b
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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itself, constitute proof of lower particle confinement. For i
trinsic impurities, the source rate, which is highly nonu
form and quite difficult to measure, may be varying as w
To clarify this point, nonintrinsic, nonrecycling impuritie
were injected by laser blow-off into the various types
discharges.5 The result of such an experiment can be seen
Fig. 2. In this case, the injected impurity was niobium who
sodiumlike state was observed with an extreme ultra-vio
~XUV ! spectrometer. This ionization state predominates
regions of the plasma whereTe;900– 1200 eV, that is, in-
side the pedestal region. Modeling of its atomic physics
ing measured plasma profiles and comparisons with
x-ray spectra of higher ionization states show that
strength of lines from this species provides a reasona
good representation of the total niobium inventory. F
ELM-free H modes, no decay of the niobium signal can
seen. The gradual rise in the signal is likely due to inter
rearrangement of the niobium charge states. At about 0.9
the discharge drops back into L mode during which the n
bium decay is rapid. In the same figure, an example of
purity injection into an EDA H mode is shown. In this ca
the particle confinement time is 0.136 s, about twice
global energy confinement time. Detailed studies of impu
profile evolution have shown that the change in parti
transport occurs in a relatively narrow region at the plas
edge.5

EDA may be related to regimes seen on other devic
JET has reported low particle confinement~LPC! H-modes6

which, like EDA, were obtained with ICRF heating. The
plasmas were double null with triangularity in the range
0.3–0.5, shapes that have not been possible more recen
JET since the installation of divertor hardware. EDA al
shares some characteristics with the small ELM beha
seen on~JAERI tokamak! JT60-U when the plasma triangu
larity was increased7 and also to the type II ELMy regime
reported by DIII-D.8 The LPC mode lasted only about 1

FIG. 1. Characteristic traces from ELM-free and EDA H modes. Note
difference in the Ha andPRAD signals. The controlling difference betwee
these shots is the target density, which is higher for EDA.
Downloaded 22 Mar 2005 to 198.125.176.18. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Type II ELMy discharges were also transient, with type
ELMs eventually returning in all cases. These regimes sh
with EDA the characteristics of finite impurity confineme
with benign or missing ELMs. The occurrence of these
gimes is consistent with the effects of plasma shaping wh
are described in more detail below; the disappearance
large ELMs is strongly correlated with plasma triangulari

The connection between EDA and other ‘‘small’’ ELM
regimes is made somewhat confusing by the appearanc
low amplitude ELMs on top of the EDA background. Show
in Fig. 3, these ELMs are seen whenb rises above a leve
approximately characterized bybN;1.2– 1.3. If this behav-
ior were common to other devices, which typically run
lower field and thus higherb, they might never see a ‘‘pure’
EDA. As seen onHa, these ELMs have a bipolar characte
with a rapid excursion below the EDA background level p
ceding the positive signal. The ELMs can also be seen in
ion saturation currents of langmuir probes mounted in
vertor tiles, demonstrating that some particle loss is ass
ated with each ELM. However, no corresponding particle
energy loss from the core plasma can be seen on the
averaged density or in the diamagnetic stored energy.
measurement of these quantities has a signal to noise
over 200 implying that core losses would be less than 0.
per ELM in this regime. This should be compared to 2%
10% losses measured for type I ELMs.4 These small ELMs
are observed with a soft x-ray array as very small pertur
tions near the base of the pedestal. Correlation analysis o
magnetic signatures of these ELMs shows that the magn
perturbations are counter-rotating at poloidal velocit
equivalent to;25 km/s, typical of edge values in H-mod
The signal coherence is rather low, the modes grow
quickly and lasting not much more than one cycle. T
power spectrum is broad and noisy. In so far as there
dominant mode it isn;1, m;4 – 5, resonant with the edgeq
and at a frequency near 30 kHz with the magnetic sign
stronger on the high-field side. No ballooning precursors
observed, unlike type III ELMs which occur at much low

FIG. 2. A comparison of impurity confinement for ELM-free and EDA
modes from laser blow-off experiments. No loss of impurities is seen du
the ELM-free phase seen in the upper trace. When this discharge trans
back to L mode, the impurities are lost rapidly. The lower trace is for
otherwise similar EDA discharge. In this case the global impurity confi
ment is about twice the energy confinement time.
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1945Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1999 Greenwald et al.
edge temperatures and pressures.9 Overall, the magnetic sig
nature seems closer to that of type I ELMs.4

Global energy confinement for EDA plasmas is abo
15% higher than the~International Thermonuclear Exper
mental Reactor! ITER97y H-mode scaling derived for ELMy
plasmas.10 Energy confinement enhancement relative to
ITER89 L-mode scaling11 is found to be, on average, 1.9 fo
EDA discharges and 2.1 for ELM-free. The difference
confinement between the two regimes reflects the differe
in the magnitude of their pedestal temperatures. Note
there is no discernable difference in the core density or t
perature profile shapes between EDA and ELM-free
modes. The characterization of these profiles and their
nificance for transport is detailed in Ref. 3. InC-Mod, a
simple offset-linear relation exists between edge tempera
and global confinement.3 This relation is consistent with
marginal stability and critical gradient-length models
plasma transport. As a result, anything that depresses
edge temperature will also degrade energy confinement.
example, high neutral pressures are associated with lo
confinement. Plasmas with midplane pressures greater
0.2–0.3 mTorr ~divertor pressures.40 mTorr! begin to
show a drop in confinement, a trend which continues to
highest recorded pressures which were above 1 mTorr~di-
vertor pressure;150–200 mTorr! where tE is close to
L-mode levels. The drop in confinement is continuous a
even in the extreme cases, the discharges are clearly still
mode; discrete transitions can be seen on edge diagno

FIG. 3. AsbN rises above 1.2–1.3 small ELMs appear on top of the ED
Also shown on an expanded time scale isHa, the ion saturation curren
from a divertor probe and the line averaged density. While some pla
exhaust is clearly visible on the probes, there is no measurable los
particles from the core plasma.
Downloaded 22 Mar 2005 to 198.125.176.18. Redistribution subject to AIP
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when the plasma returns to L mode. For discharges w
power radiated from inside the last closed flux surface hig
than 50% of the input power, confinement also begins
decrease, reaching L-mode levels for radiated fractions o
0.9.3 When comparing with global scaling laws, conside
ation is limited to discharges with radiated power fracti
,0.50 and divertor neutral pressure,40 mTorr.

The difference in pedestal temperature and impurity c
finement in EDA may be the result of transport driven
enhanced levels of turbulence which have been observe
the edge of these plasmas. The EDA is characterized
much higher levels of density fluctuations which are seen
phase contrast imaging~PCI! and reflectometry.12,13 The
fluctuations seen by the reflectometer are broadband, ext
ing to at least 400 kHz and are usually accompanied b
quasicoherent feature which can appear anywhere from 6
130 kHz. The reflectometer views a small region of plas
at the outer midplane, typically near the foot of the pedes
in H mode. The PCI diagnostic consists of a set of clos
spaced channels viewing vertically through the plasma cr
section. It is sensitive to thekR component of density fluc-
tuations in the range of 1–5 cm21. As seen in Fig. 4, the PC
sees mainly the quasicoherent feature. If we assume
these two diagnostics are measuring the same edge-loca
fluctuation, then thekR of the PCI is equivalent toku. The
frequency of the coherent component is correlated with
Ha level and is modulated by about 10%–20% at the sa
tooth period. Unlike theHa signal, which may suggest tha
the ELM-free to EDA transition is gradual, the density flu
tuations are seen to turn on abruptly. When plasma par
eters are slowly varied to explore the EDA/ELM-free boun
ary ~see Sec. III and Fig. 6 below!, there is evidence, on th
Ha signal, of ‘‘dithers’’ between the two regimes. EDA i
also accompanied by higher levels of magne
fluctuations.9,14 These are also broadband, extending at le

.

a
of

FIG. 4. Power spectra for fluctuations seen during EDA. The reflectom
sees broadband turbulence with a quasicoherent feature superimposed
phase contrast imaging~PCI!, only the coherent feature is observed;kR is
found to be in the range of 2–5 cm21. Fast magnetic probes see only th
broadband fluctuations. The differences are probably due to the diffe
views andk resolution of the diagnostics. The reflectometer measureme
well localized radially near the foot of the pedestal. The PCI is a line in
gral measurement through the entire plasma cross section. The mag
would not be very sensitive to short wavelength modes.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1946 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1999 Greenwald et al.
to several hundred kHz and without any discernable cohe
component~Fig. 4!. The lack of this feature, which is ob
served at 2–5 cm21 with PCI, may be due to the magnetic
diagnostic’s lack of sensitivity of very short waveleng
modes. The magnetic fluctuations are seen to rotate rap
in the electron diamagnetic direction, an observation con
tent with the presence of a strong negative radial elec
field in the plasma edge. Perpendicular rotation speeds
typically in the range of 20–60 km/s implying radial electr
field magnitudes of 100–250 kV/m.

III. EDA AND ELM-FREE H-MODE OPERATIONAL
SPACE

A series of experiments was undertaken to study
conditions under which either ELM-free or EDA H mode
are obtained. These studies involved scans of magnetic fi
plasma current, density, heating power, and triangularity
analyzing the results of these experiments it was necessa
define a quantitative metric for sorting discharges into one
the other regime. While most H-mode plasmas are cle
classified as one or the other, a certain amount of ambig
exists in some cases. TheDa level itself is probably not the
best measure, particularly for transient conditions. This is
surprising considering the geometric distribution of this lig
and its origin as part of both ionization and recombinat
processes. The presence of high frequency edge fluctua
may be the best indicator, but these observations were
available for all times or for all discharges. As a practic
matter, we chose to use impurity accumulation as the fi
arbiter. Plasmas with impurity radiation steadily increas
with a time constant less than 0.5 s~and, of course, with no
ELMs! were classified as ELM-free.

Operation at higher plasma currents usually results
ELM-free plasmas. Figure 5~a! shows the results of anI P

scan. For the standard shape, andBT55.4 T a transition oc-
curs near 1 MA, and EDA discharges are generally absen
1.2 MA and above. Under the conditions of this scan, 1 M
corresponds toq at the 95% flux surface,q9553.7– 4.0.
Magnetic field scans at constant current of 1 MA@Fig. 5~b!#,
show a transition to EDA asq95 rises to near 4. We can se
from the figure that the transition to EDA occurs at appro
mately the sameq95 in both cases. Plasma shape also see
to play an important role in determining the type of H mod
For otherwise identical conditions, discharges with the lo
est and highestd were consistently ELM-free while thos
with moderated were more likely to be EDA.~Both dL and
dU were scanned, at times separately and in other case
multaneously. So far, the trends reported here are not cle
when plotted against the separate quantities so we have
sen to characterize the shaping by their average value.! Simi-
lar trends can be observed clearly, in individual dischar
where d is scanned dynamically as shown in Fig. 6. T
effect of shaping cannot be explained simply as the varia
in q95 at constant current. In fact, the trends can be oppo
to those described above. Figure 5~c! shows the two regimes
in the d, q95 plane. In this case, discharges at higherq are
ELM-free. Thus we must conclude that the EDA/ELM-fre
boundary depends on bothq95 and shape. It should be note
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FIG. 5. Results of studies to determine EDA-ELM-free boundary.~a!
Plasma current scan at 5.3 T and standardC-Mod plasma shape. The tran
sition occurs at about 1 MA orq95;3.8. ~b! A magnetic field scan atlp
51 MA and standard shape. Again the transition occurs atq95;3.8. ~c! q95

plotted for data from triangularity scan. In this case ELM-free dischar
occur at both the highest and lowest values ofq95 , suggesting a dependenc
on both shape and safety factor.~d! Occurrence of the two regimes as
function of average triangularity and midplane neutral pressure. EDA
charges are seen to occur at moderate values of triangularity and are
likely at higher neutral pressure.
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that changes in plasma triangularity can effect the coup
to the divertor; thus shaping effects cannot be entirely i
lated. If this effect is important it would not be related to t
scrape-off layer~SOL! connection length which is essential
constant for thed scan, but could be related to changes
neutral dynamics and recycling. EDA plasmas are m
likely at the highest target plasma densities and high m
plane or divertor neutral pressures. For our standard sh
plasmas at 1 MA, discharges with midplane neutral press
greater than 0.1 mTorr or with ohmic target densities grea
than 1.5– 231020m23 are predominately EDA. This can b
illustrated in Fig. 5~d! where the average triangularity is plo
ted against midplane neutral pressure. In this plane, reg
of predominately EDA and predominately ELM-free can
distinguished. EDA is also correlated with high plasma d
sity, but not as strongly as with neutral pressure.

Edge density profiles measured by reflectometry a
electron temperature profiles by electron cyclotron emiss
~ECE! show widths that can be 1 cm or less, near the limit
the diagnostic resolution.15 The temperature width does no
show any clear trends with those parameters identified
essential for the EDA/ELM-free boundary and¹Te is found
to be roughly constant under a wide range of conditions.
explore the pedestal with greater resolution, an array of
x-ray detectors was installed. Soft x-ray emission in the e
region originates mainly in recombination continuum fro
low Z impurities and has very little temperature depende
after accounting for transmission through the 10mm Beryl-
lium foil filter. The x-ray emissivity is essentially a measu
of nenz . The soft x-ray array shows the steepest pedesta
any diagnostic, with widths as small as 2 mm in high curr
ELM-free H modes~Table I!.16 X-ray profiles are much
steeper in ELM-free than in EDA H-modes~see Fig. 7!. Soft

FIG. 6. Time histories of several plasma parameters during a contin
scan of both upper and lower triangularity~d!. As d falls below 0.35, the
plasma makes a transition from EDA to ELM-free. This is clearly visible
theHa signal and also from the increase in particle confinement eviden
by the radiated power and density. The fluctuations in theHa signal during
the transition are not the ELMs discussed above, but may be ‘‘dithe
between the two H-mode regimes.
Downloaded 22 Mar 2005 to 198.125.176.18. Redistribution subject to AIP
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x-ray widths also show an inverse dependence on pla
current and a positive correlation with triangularity~Figs. 8
and 9!. Parameters which cause the x-ray width to drop
generally the same as those which cause transitions f
EDA to ELM-free behavior. Temperature pedestal widt
show relatively little dependence on the type of H mod
which may suggest that the EDA regime mainly affects
density pedestal. This would be consistent with the obser
weak effect on global energy confinement and the stro
effect on particle confinement.

IV. DISCUSSION

Perhaps the most important questions that we wish
answer concern the physical mechanism that leads to E
behavior and its applicability in reactor regimes. In the ED
regime, the edge pedestal gradients are relaxed by a con
ous rather than an intermittent process. Even when sm
ELMs are seen on top of the EDA as shown in Fig. 2, the
do not seem to carry out any significant amount of energy
particles, nor do they diminish the size of the pedestal.
contrast, type I ELMs are believed to be a relaxation os
lation driven by the improved transport in the H-mode b
rier and limited by pressure driven17 or current driven18

MHD modes. Hegna19 and Connor20 have formulated a pic-
ture for ELM behavior by calculating stability in theJa , a

us

d

’’

TABLE I. Comparison of EDA and ELM-free characteristics and a su
mary of the conditions under which each in predominate.

ELM-free H mode EDA H mode

Energy confinement H89;2.1 H89;1.9
Particle confinement t1@tE t1;2 – 33tE

Edge fluctuations None observable Broadband and coheren
fluctuations

X-ray pedestals Narrow 2–6 mm Wide 6–12 mm
Dependence onq95 More likely when More likely when

q95,3.7 q95.3.7
Dependence ofd d,0.35 moderate plasma shaping

d.0.55 0.35,d,0.55
Dependence on Favored at low Favored at high neutral
neutrals neutral pressure pressure

FIG. 7. A comparison between the edge x-ray pedestals in EDA and E
free H modes. ELM-free plasmas consistently show much steeper pro
In this case, the ELM-free pedestal width is at the limit~1–2 mm! of the
x-ray diagnostic.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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plane ~where Ja is the edge current density anda is the
normalized edge pressure gradient,Rb8). In this picture, the
edge of an H-mode plasma evolves to the pressure dr
ballooning limit on a transport time scale, then toward t
current driven ‘‘peeling mode’’ limit on a current diffusio
time scale. The ballooning limit is seen as a ‘‘soft’’ limi
where transport is increased but the pedestal remains in
ELMs are identified with the peeling limit, which is esse
tially an external kink, and results in destruction of the b
rier. ~We note that one might expect to see an increase
edge turbulence as an ELM-free discharge approache
first large ELM; in fact this is not generally observed.! In this
picture, one might identify EDA as a manifestation of t
ballooning limit. The observed dependence on triangula
and safety factor in the EDA/ELM-free boundary, sugge
that MHD stability does play an important role. Super
cially, the dependencies are reminiscent of those reporte
Miller,21 where the plasma edge was shown to have the e
est access to second stability at moderated and at higher
q95. However, to make that connection, we would have
identify EDA as the more MHD stable regime. This view
contradicted by the increased level of turbulence and
creased particle confinement seen in EDA.

The MHD stability of the pedestal is rather difficult t
analyze however, depending critically on the local mag
tude of edge current density and pressure gradient. Thu
dividual flux surfaces within the pedestal may be near one
several stability limits. The effects of shaping and safety f
tor discussed above cannot be explained by a simpleS/q2

analysis~S is the global shear andq is the edge safety factor!
which was used to explain the type I ELM boundary
DIII-D. 17 Resolution of these issues must await improv
measurements of pedestal profiles planned for future exp
mental campaigns. The observed effects of neutrals may
timately be explained within the same model of the peel
mode. We note that high levels of neutrals in the plas
edge can lower the edge temperature through direct coo
~via charge exchange and convective losses! or by weaken-
ing the transport barrier via shear flow damping. We ha
observed slower mode rotation at high neutral densit
which can be interpreted as damping of the underlying p

FIG. 8. The x-ray pedestal width during a scan of plasma current at con
field and plasma shape during an EDA H mode. The observed varia
narrow profiles at high current and wide profiles at low current, is consis
with the I P dependence of the EDA/ELM-free boundary discussed earli
Downloaded 22 Mar 2005 to 198.125.176.18. Redistribution subject to AIP
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pendicular flows.14 Regardless of the mechanism, lower ed
temperatures are observed at high neutral densities f
which we can infer higher collisionalities and smaller ed
currents from both the ohmic and bootstrap drives. Th
effects will tend to keep the plasma edge away from
peeling boundary and thus suppress type I ELMs. Finally
note the possible connection to theories of drift Alfven tu
bulence. Three dimensional electromagnetic simulati
show that plasmas at higher collisionality are subject to t
bulence due to the nonlinear evolution of resistive balloon
modes and ion thermal gradient instabilities.22 It is possible
that EDA is a manifestation of this turbulence.
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